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Arabah el Madfunah 

Jan 26th 1932 
 
Dear Father. 
 
          I was so pleased to have a letter 
from you, but not so pleased with the 
enclosure the Income Tax people have 
evidently taken no notice yet of my letter. 
I am not answering the demand note as 
from your letter you <evidently> did not think it 
necessary, but should they send another 
before adjusting the assessment will you 
send them a note saying I am waiting 
an answer to my letter of the ? (date in cash box) 
in which I explained that the salary I recievedsic 
last year is not a fixed one – & that I am 
employed by the month & my income varies 
each year according to the length of time I am 
employed. my letter contained full details 
& when the matter is adjusted I will send a 
cheque immediately etc – 
 
          In the paper of particulars of assessment they 
have put ₤300 employment. £11–10, War loan & deposit 
interest, Deduction for carried income & personal 
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allowance ₤148–10. Amount chargablesic – ₤151–10. 
Tax due Jan ₤14–4. 
   ”     ”  July 4–14–9 – 
It is all very complicated – 
 
          We are expecting a visit from our 
nice Professor Newberry to-morrow for two days. 
it will be delightful having him, he is such 
a dear, he is the one who took Amice & I to 
the Continental Hotel for a binge when we 
were in Cairo 
 
          Our lessons still progress. at the 
last one I gave Sheikh Sarbit the picture of 
the Masonic School. he was very much 
impressed & could hardly believe all that 
large building was just school. we have 
started dictation. he makes noises & we try to 
write the sounds signs that the noises are 
supposed to represent, itssic very exciting. he is 
certainly a very good teacher, it is very different 
being taught by someone who is so used to 
teaching. they realize that one knows nothing 
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of the subject & are careful to explain by easy 
stages, where as some one not used to teaching 
is unable to realize one’s state of complete ignorance. 
It is a pity this man does not know English 
it would be so helpful if he could teach us 
grammar. Nannie is hopeless at that. she 
muddles her tenses, first she sas/<y>s itssic something 
that has happened – or it may be happening all 
the time or it has’ntsic begun to happen – & we 
get nearly frantic. 
 
          We went for a picnic to-day up one 
of the wadys, we went as far as we could in 
Joey, then had our lunch, & after a short rest 
we started to climb up to some ancient quarryssic 
where they cut out the blocks of limestone for 
the buildings. they have been inhabited by 
many generations of bats – so after some exploring 
we were rather glad to get out to the fresh air 
again – bats are very whiffy – 
 
          Tell Pat I wish she would take a snap 
shot of the garage for me. I am simply bursting 
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with curiosity. it sounds so exciting. glad 
the men have been so nice. wontsic Lady 
Godiva feel proud of her new home. 
 
          There is’ntsic any very exciting news 
this time, we have been fairly quiet since 
Lady Lorraine’ssic {Loraine’s} visit. 
 
          Lots of love to you both & all 
kind friends. 
          Your affectionate daughter 
          Myrtle. 
 
PS. I am enclosing the Income Tax paper in 
case it may be necessary to return it to the 
collector as in-correct 


